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Safety Helmets

Model Standard Soft Head Hoop

W-081 Red EN397+A1:02.2013
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Head Hoop are made in hoop 
straps, suport straps, sweat 
band, and padded material etc. 
The top strap is cross shape 
design. There are 4 or 6 fixed 
points to be equipped on helmet 
shell easily.

Adjustable Rotary Knob
Shell: High Density ABS Shell  
Head Hoop: Soft Original PP Material
Buckle: Adjustable buckle, Tight & Reliable

Chin Strips: Adjustable Nylon Chin Strips

Sweat Band: Comfort & Easy-Drying Sweat Band

Standard: EN397+A1:02.2013
Tested: By France Alienor Lab (Approved No.：2754)

Main Function: Anti-impact

Adjustable buckle are made in 
original PP material. It is easy to 
adjust the fittiing with different 
size of head. The quality is 
reliable and can be used within 
its lifespan.

Color: Available for Orange, Blue, Yellow, Green, Red etc

Weight & Packages 

1. Weight: 380-400 Grams/Piece
2. Each pair is packed in one polybag
3. 30 pieces are packed in one carton, carton size: 64*63*29CM

User Instructions & Storage Chin Strip Design

1. RECOMMENDED TO USE:  Head Protection Workplaces, Construction Workers, 
Road Workers, Mechnical Workshop, Mining, Woodworking, Logging, Grinding, 
Cutting, Painting, Sawfly etc.
2. LIMITATION TO USE: The safety helmet is mainly used from dropping object for 
head protection. If it is not mentioned, such as high & low temperature, electric 
insulation,  fire, explosion etc, please don't use it. The material of this helmet is safe 
for wearer's skin. It may cause allergic reaction by susceptible people. Please check 
before use.
3. FITTING & MARKING: The helmet is designed to fit Europe & US human heads. 
Please adjust rotary knob & chin strips to fit your head. All helmet has safety marking 
on it or on package, which represent the performance of the product and suitable 
field of use.
4. STORAGE & LIFESPAN: The helmet should be stored at room temperature and 
away from solvents, or solvent vapors or any corrosive materials, as these may 
seriously reduce the impact protection provided by the helmet. Maximum product 
life is 2 years. 
5. CLEANING: This helmets can be cleaned and disinfected with soap and warm 
water. It is recommended that wiping of shell be kept to a minimum and only done 
so with a soft non abrasive cloth.

Chin Strip are made in nylon belt 
and PP material locking system, 
which is designed for adjustable 
usage. The strip can be tied to 
the chin to fix the helmet. It is 
allowed to removed and 
washable. There are different 
chin strip colors to choose to fit 
helmet colors or customer's 
likes.


